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Growing your own food is a given, but what if we want a little bit of fun when it
comes to designing it?  What if we have space restrictions? That is where garden
plans and themes come in handy.
 
The best part is, your plan and theme doesn't have to be restrictive.  The overall
theme for my main garden is a combination of Shaker, Victory and Kitchen.
However, I also have an herb garden, and a few container plants.
 
The shape of your garden is limited only to your space and imagination. There are
traditional square and rectangular gardens, and some which are curved to follow
along a pathway.  Raised bed gardens can be built as rectangles or squares, but can
be positioned in a way that is decorative.  
 
A fun way to plant a garden is in an old wagon wheel.  Planting is done between
each spoke, and can range from herbs to a combination of herbs, vegetables and
flowers.
 
This book covers a few fun ideas for garden plans and themes that can
accommodate almost any size space you have. Keep in mind, however, that every
possible plant that can be added to these gardens aren't listed. So much of what you
choose to plant will be based on your family's likes, climate and available space. Just
adapt these garden plans and themes to your liking.  

Gardens to Fit Your Lifestyle

Dig in and Enjoy!

All gardening is landscape painting. 

~ William Kent
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The Shakers were a religious society who originally were a part of the Quakers in Manchester,
England., Ann Lee and several others  immigrated to the United States.  Eventually, their group
began to call themselves Believers in Christ's Second Appearing.  Due to the excitement and
intensity during their worship services, they became known as 'Shakers'.
 
Shakers became well known for their gardens.  Primarily focused on selling seeds and herbal
remedies, they are also known for the perfection in their gardening practices.  Rows were perfectly
straight and measured to precise distances. Each plant was evenly spaced, according to size and
variety needs. Beds were either square or oblong - never round or random.  
 
The soil was also as close to perfect as they could get. According to the Gardener Manual (a Shaker
publication on gardening instructions), the soil needed to be "...deep, dry, light and rich are the
essential requisites of a good garden soil".  They  used compost, but only applied it in the fall as a
mulch, as they considered it 'untidy'.  Weeds were unheard of, and any that dared to appear was
quickly dispatched with a hoe.  
 
Whether we realize it or not, many gardens today follow this same pattern. If you want to have a
Shaker-style garden, focus on rectangles or squares with precise measurements.  Rows must be
straight, exact distances apart, with plants spaced evenly, according to the variety.  If companion
planting was done, it was in alternate rows - not between the plants.
 
The vegetables and culinary herbs planted in a Shaker garden are similar to those in a Victory and
Kitchen Garden (listed on Page8). Here you will find a list of some of the medicinal herbs found in a
Shaker Garden.
 
This list is for reference only. As with any medicinal plants, you need to have extensive knowledge of
how to use them correctly before you do.  Some plants and herbs can be harmful, if not fatal, if used
incorrectly. 
 

Themes for Vegetable Gardens

 

Shaker Gardens

Vegetable gardens are one of the very basic elements to living a sustainable lifestyle. Our goal is to
not only produce fresh food for our family, but to also be able to preserve it in order to nourish them
year round. But what if we can add a bit of fun to the ordinary garden and have a theme to it?
 
These vegetable garden themes consist of standard vegetables. A list of the vegetables and culinary
herbs can be found on Page 8 .         
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Medicinal Herbs for a Shaker Garden

   Herb                      Type            Part Used                    Usage

Chammomile                             Perennial                      Flowers                                              Tonic
Poor Appetite
Fever Reduction
Mild Sedative

Comfrey                                     Perennial                      Leaves, Roots                                              External:
Skin Softener
Balm for cuts & bruises
Rheumatism
 

Coriander                                  Perennial                       Seeds                                              External:
Joint Pain Relief
Internal:
Colic
Mild Sedative
Gas Relief

Dandelion                                 Perennial                      Leaves, Roots                                              External:
Astringent
Internal - Tonic:
Aids Liver & Kidney
   Problems
Mild Laxative

Fennel                                      Perennial/Biennial        Leaves, Seeds                                              External:
Eye Wash
Internal:
Gas Relief
Allays Hunger
Mild Sedative

Garlic                                       Perennial/Biennial          Cloves                                              External:
Controls Dandruff
Antiseptic
Internal:
Colds
Hypertension
Bronchitis
 

Lavender                                 Perennial                        Flowers                                              External:
Poultice
Antiseptic
Internal:
Relieves Nausea
Sedative

Rosemary                               Perennial                        Flowers/Leaves                                              External:
Astringent
Insect Repellent
Internal:
Colds & Coughs
Headaches

Sage                                        Perennial                        Leaves                                              External:
Antiseptic
Internal:
Aids Digestion
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Vegetable Gardens

Victory Gardens were  prominent during WWI and WW2.  Also called 'War Gardens', the primary
purpose of them was to stretch a family's food dollars, and to allow more foods to be shipped to
soldiers.  The more gardens civilians grew, the more canned goods could be used to feed those
serving overseas. They also were considered morale boosters, as it helped those at home feel as if
they were contributing to the war efforts.
 
 Victory Gardens were grown in any space available. From a window ledge and back yard, to public
parks and empty lots, you could find Victory gardens all over the cities, subdivisions and farms.  They
may have been as simple as containers and window boxes, back yard plots, or fields in the rural
areas. 
 
Harvest was also shared with others. One person may have been able to grow corn, while another
had a great crop of tomatoes.  With sugar, butter, and dairy products being rationed, some Victory
Gardeners grew very creative in finding things to grow for substitutions.
 
Since feeding a family depended on a Victory Garden, spring, summer and fall planting was done as
much as possible. Surplus was canned, dried or frozen to use for the winter months.
 
Today's Victory Gardens are planted for different reasons.  Some plant them to give families at least
some independence from corporate food supplies.  Others plant them to help insure healthier foods
for their families. Growing and preserving your own food can also help to save money.    
 
Victory Gardens today can be planted with feeding your family in mind.  Grow those things you know
your family will eat.  If you have a bountiful harvest, learn to can the excess.  And if space is at a
premium, learn the art of companion planting!  

Victory Garden
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Vegetable Gardens

Kitchen Garden

Often referred to as a Potager, Kitchen Gardens have been around possibly as far back as the
Biblical era of Mesopotamia, Babylon and Egypt.  In the Middle Ages, the Monks were famous for
their gardens.  Because of their religious practice of being secluded from  the outside world, it was
necessary for them to grow all of their own foods.
  
Kitchen gardens are based on visual appeal, as well as productivity.    Where Shaker and Victory
gardens would be planted on the flat in rows, a Kitchen garden may be raised beds, or smaller beds
with pathways connecting each one. Some Kitchen gardens also offer some type of water feature,
such as a fountain, either in the center of the garden, or tucked into one of the smaller beds.
Whether a feature is used or not, Kitchen gardens are always planted in close proximity to a water
source.
 
A traditional Kitchen Garden is placed close to the Kitchen or back door, and is usually enclosed with
a wall or some type of fencing. It is lush with vegetables, herbs, small fruit plants or shrubs, and
flowers, either used for companion planting, cutting or culinary needs.   
 
Another difference in a Kitchen garden is the incorporation of some type of fruit tree. This tree is
usually a dwarf, to prevent too much shading, and is placed either in the center of the garden, or in a
corner. Be sure to choose a self-pollinating variety, or plant at least two for pollination. Underneath
the tree are small beds with the plants that either need or can tolerate some shade.
 
In order to maintain order, companion planting is used to help ward off insects, diseases, and to
promote healthy growth.
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   Vegetable                  Spacing                   Light                      Season

Vegetables & Herbs 
Shaker, Victory & Kitchen Gardens

   Herb                        Spacing                    Light                       Season

Snap Beans - Bush 30" to 36" Full Sun Spring/Summer

Snap Beans - Pole 3" Full Sun Spring/Summer

Beets Thin to 3" Full Sun/Partial Shade Spring/Summer

Carrots Thin to 3" Full Sun Spring/Summer

Corn 12" Full Sun Spring/Summer

Cucumber 18" Full Sun Spring/Summer

Garlic 4" to 6" Full Sun Spring/Fall

Lettuce 4" Full Sun/Partial Shade Spring/Fall

Okra 12" to 18" Full Sun Summer

Onions - Bulb 6" Full Sun Spring/Fall

Onions - Bunching 1" Full Sun/Partial Shade Spring/Fall

Garden Peas No Spacing Needed Full Sun Spring

Peppers 18" to 24" Full Sun Summer

Radishes 1" Full Sun Spring/Fall

Squash 24" to 36" Full Sun Spring/Fall

Tomatoes 24" to 36" Full Sun Spring/Summer

Turnips 4" Full Sun Spring/Fall

Basil 12" to 18" Full Sun Spring/Summer

Chives No spacing Full Sun Spring/Summer

Cilantro 2" Full Sun Spring/Summer

Dill 10" to 12" Full Sun Spring/Fall

Lavender 24" to 36" Full Sun Spring/Summer

Mint 24" Full Sun/Light Shade Spring/Summer

Oregano 8" to 10" Full Sun Spring/Summer

Parsley 6" to 8" Full Sun Spring/Summer

Rosemary (Shrub) 24" to 26" Full Sun Spring/Summer

Sage 18" to 24" Full Sun Spring/Summer

Savory 3" to 5" Full Sun Spring/Summer

Thyme 12" to 24" Full Sun Spring/Summer
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1) No matter what you plant, the first rule of thumb is to always check your Gardening Zone. For
instance, I am in Zone 8, and although I can grow Kiwi, some varieties will not withstand our heat and
humidity. This also applies to lighting.  Where Zone 6 may be able to plant in full sun, some plants in
Zones 8, 9 and higher may require partial shade, or shade covering during the heat of the day.  
 
2) Many small fruits, such as grapes, kiwi and raspberries require trellising.  Set up your trellises
before you plant.
 
3)  Be sure to check water requirements for each plant.  Lavender doesn't like 'wet feet', so it is best
not to plant it next to Sage or Thyme, both of which can be grown in water.
 
4)  Check for growing habits.  Mint can be invasive, so it is best to either plant it in containers, or add
a planting barrier around it at least 18" to 24" deep.    
 
 

Small Fruit for
Shaker, Victory & Kitchen Gardens

   Fruit                         Spacing                   Light                      Season

Notes 

Blackberry 5' to 6' Full Sun Spring/Summer

Blueberry 4' to 5' Full Sun Spring/Summer

Grapes 6' to 10' Full Sun/Partial Shade Spring/Summer

Kiwi 10' to 18' Full Sun/Partial Shade Spring/Summer

Raspberry 20" Full Sun Spring/Summer

Strawberry 24" Full Sun Spring/Summer
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Most Theme Gardens are usually focused around a type of food, such as Salsa, Pizza, Soup, Salad, or
other favorite dishes.  Others lean more toward feeding beneficials, such as Bees and Butterflies.
They can also be focused more on the floral end, such as Cottage or Cutting Gardens.
 
Theme gardens are a perfect choice for small spaces.  If all you have is a backyard patio, installing a
theme garden is as easy as filling a half whiskey barrel with soil, and choosing your theme. You can
also increase your harvest by planting vegetables in the barrel, and planting complimentary herbs in
smaller pots that sit next to the barrel, or on your window ledge. 
 
For instance, if you choose to create a Spaghetti garden, plant an Amish Paste tomato in the center. 
 Around the edge, plant garlic.  In the smaller pots, add basil, oregano and any other herb you like in
your sauce.
 
Some themes may not work as well in small spaces, such as a Soup garden.  You can definitely grow
several herbs and spices you will need, but corn requires a larger planting scale for pollination
purposes.  However, you can grow part of your garden, such as beans on a trellis surrounded by
carrots, and supplement what you cannot grow with fresh ingredients from your local Farmers'
Market.  
 
The best part about a Theme garden is most of the herbs and vegetables you choose work for other
meals as well.  A Spaghetti garden will also work for pizza, and if you add a few onions and some
cilantro, you can double your theme to create salsa as well.  
 
Choosing a Theme is as simple as deciding what your focus will be. If you want fresh salads for the
hot summer months, choose the ingredients you most want to have.  If you want to preserve some
of your harvest, a Spaghetti, Salsa or Soup garden would be perfect. 
 
The following themes all use vegetables and herbs that can be found in the list on Page  . Rather
than list the growing conditions again, I will list the variety of the vegetable (Amish Paste Tomato,
Jalapeno Pepper, Icicle Radish, etc.) that will work best for the main Theme.
 
For my seeds, I have three primary companies from which I order: Mary's Heirloom Seeds, Seeds
from Italy, and Baker Creek Heirloom Seeds.  All three have proven to have excellent quality products
with a high germination rate.  They also offer seeds that cannot be found at the local seed stores. 
 Since I have found over the years that heirloom plants provide the best taste, texture and harvest, I
prefer to stick with them.  Plus, I have the added bonus of being able to save the seeds from my
favorite plant!
 
Note:  If a variety is a Hybrid, you will find (Hy) after the name.  Otherwise, the plants listed are
considered an Heirloom).

Specific Themes for your Garden 
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Italian Garden

Spaghetti 

Tomatoes - Amish Paste, Martino's Roma, San Marzano, Hungarian Heart, Orange Icicle 

Garlic - Softneck -   California Early, California Late, Early Red Italian, Galiano, Polish White
Hardneck -  Chesnok Red, German White, Polish Hardneck, Porcelain   

Herbs - Genovese Basil, Bay Laurel, Oregano, Thyme   

Tomatoes - Amish Paste, Martino's Roma, San Marzano, Hungarian Heart, Orange Icicle 

Garlic - Softneck -   California Early, California Late, Early Red Italian, Galiano, Polish White
Hardneck -  Chesnok Red, German White, Polish Hardneck, Porcelain   

Herbs - Genovese Basil, Fennel, Oregano   

Pizza

Toppings - Peppers (Sweet) - California Wonder,  Corno di Toro Giallo, Lesya, Dulce Italiano
Peppers (Hot) - Poblano, Jalapeno, Peperoncinio Piccante Calabrese (moderate to high heat)  
Onion - Borettana, Rossa Savonese, Flat of Italy, Red Burgundy
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Salsa

Tomatoes - Amish Paste, Martino's Roma, San Marzano, Hungarian Heart,  

Garlic - Softneck -   California Early, California Late, Early Red Italian, Galiano, Polish White
Hardneck -  Chesnok Red, German White, Polish Hardneck, Porcelain   

Herbs - Cilantro, Parsley   

(Sweet) - California Wonder,  Corno di Toro Giallo, Lesya, Dulce Italiano
(Hot) - Poblano, Jalapeno, Peperoncinio Piccante Calabrese (moderate to high heat)
(Extreme) - Peperoncino Ciliegia Piccante (Satan's Kiss), Chiltepin, Habanero    

Peppers -

Borettana, Rossa Savonese, Flat of Italy, Red BurgundyOnions-

A Note on Salsa:
 
If you want to jazz your salsa up a bit, try using yellow, green or orange tomatoes.  Keep in mind,
most of these are slicing or beefsteak varieties.  They work well in salsas, but are a bit more watery
than a paste type.  Before cooking, just chop and place in a strainer to drain, to keep your salsa thick. 
 
Some good choices are:
 
Green - Aunt Ruby's, Green Giant, Green Zebra
Orange - Orange Icicle, Pineapple, Orange Jazz 
Yellow - Dad's Sunset, Yellow Brandywine, Kellogg's Breakfast
 
Although not listed in the Fruit Section, salsas can also be made from fruit. These salsas can be
eaten in the traditional way, with chips, but are most often used as a side for baked fish, chicken and
pork.  Use the same onions, peppers and herbs, or adjust according to your recipe.
 
Fruits for Salsas:
 
Pear
Peach
Mango
Strawberry
Blueberry   
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Salad

The beauty of salads is that there is an unlimited way to make them.  You can use just a few simple
greens as a base.  From there, add anything and everything you like.  You can limit it to greens and
vegetables or to fruit, or combine the two.  Add cheese, bacon, nuts and just about anything else you
can think of. 
 
One of my favorite salads is very simple - it is a Strawberry Spinach Salad, and in it is candied pecans
or walnuts, feta cheese and bacon crumbles.  I top it off with a simple Honey Balsamic Vinaigrette.  
 (For the recipe, visit me at The Farm Wife.)
 
Listed below are just a few of the ingredients you can grow in a Theme Garden. 

Lettuce - Bionda a Foglia Liscia, Rossa Ricciolina, Lollo Rossa,Regina di Maggio, Passion Brune,  Merlot,
Sanguine AMeliore, Buttercrunch, Crawford Bibb

Greens- Blue Curled Scotch Kale, Chard Verde da Taglio, Pink Radicchio, Corn Salad, Arugula 'Arquette',
Galilee Spinach, Red Malabar Spinach 

Vegetables - Radish - Icicle, Cherry Belle, Gaudry, Rapid Red 2 Sanova, Daikon, Chinese Red Meat
Cucumber - Marketmore 75, Lemon, Mexican Sour Gherkin, Beth Alpha
Squash - Lemon, Zucchini Striato d'Italia, Yellow Scallop
Cherry Tomatoes - Lemon Pear, Chadwick's, Atomic Grape, Sunrise Bumblebee, Principe
Borghese, Muscato/Datterino FI (Hy), Matt's Wild Cherry 

Flowers - Nasturtium, Squash & Zucchini Blossoms, Borage Blossoms, Calendula, Hibiscus, Lavender,
Pansies, Roses, Violets 
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Tomato  - Tomatoes - Amish Paste, Martino's Roma, San Marzano, Hungarian Heart
Herbs - Basil, Savory, Thyme

Corn Chowder  - Vegetables - Corn, Carrots, Onions- 
Herbs - Basil, Savory, Thyme

Chicken Noodle - Vegetables - Carrots, Onions, Celery 
 Herbs - Basil, Savory, Thyme

Ten Bean  - Beans - Red Kidney, Lima, Split Pea (or Lentils), Jacobs Cattle, Black Turtle, Great Northern,
Black-eyed Pea, Borlotto Di Vigevano Nano, Garbanzo, Canellino   
Vegetables - Garlic, Onion, Peppers, Tomatoes, Celery 
Herbs - Savory, Thyme

Beef Stew &
Vegetable  -

Vegetables - Tomatoes, Snap Beans, Lima Beans, Corn, English Peas, Carrots, Celery
Onions,
Herbs - Basil, Savory, Thyme

Gumbo  - Vegetables - Garlic, Celery, Onions, Pepper
Herbs - Parsley, Cayenne, 

Soup

Name a soup, and there will be at least one, if not two or three, vegetables in it.  From a simple
Tomato and Corn Chowder to a hearty Ten Bean or Vegetable Beef Stew, soups are usually loaded
with vegetables and herbs. 
 
If you have ever had them, you will know that the canned varieties just don't measure up.  Even
better, one big pot of soup can easily be frozen into individual servings for an easy meal on those
busy days.
 
Feeling adventurous?  Try making some homemade croutons, basted with butter and sprinkled with
garlic, hrbs and parmesan cheese to toss in your bowl of soup! 
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One of the most beautiful sights in the world is a garden that is lush with color, aroma and texture.
The random plantings of a Cottage Garden just adds to the appeal. 
 
The original Cottage Garden isn't anything like we think of today.  Instead, they were planted by
British workers who focused on strictly feeding their families.  Their gardens consisted of vegetables,
small fruits, and herbs for both seasoning and medicinal purposes. Any flowers planted were there
for disease and pest control.
 
It wasn't until the late 18th Century, when the landed Gentry began planting the floral gardens we
consider Cottage Gardens. 
 
Although Cottage Gardens appear to have flowers just 'tossed' into a bed without consideration, it
really doesn't  work like that.  When planting flowers, you need to consider spacing, feeding and
water requirements.  Do your homework on what each plant needs, and you can have a beautiful
Cottage Garden to enjoy all summer long!
 
This list is just some of the flowers you will find in a Cottage Garden: 

Cottage Garden

 Flower                      Spacing                   Light              Type              Season

Aster

Zinnia

Hollyhock

Garden Phlox

Daisy

Peony

Lavender

Larkspur

Iris

Cottage Roses

Dianthus (Sweet William)

1' to 4' Full Sun Perennial Spring/Summer

24" to 36" Full Sun Perennial Spring/Summer

Granny's Bonnet

24" to 36"

12" to 18"

12" to 18"

18" to 36"

1' to 3'

11" 

2' to 3'

3' to 4'

18"

4" to 24"

Full Sun

FS/ PS

PS

Full Sun

Full Sun

Full Sun

Full Sun

Full Sun

Full Sun

Full Sun

Perennial

Annual 

Biennial

Biennial

Perennial

Re-Seeding

Perennial

Perennial

Perennial

Annual

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer
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Cut Flowers

Cut flowers add a touch of beauty and freshness to any room.  The grace, colors and fragrance of an
informal grouping is quick to bring a smile on any face, and joy to an otherwise gloomy face.
 
Fresh flowers are also a way to say "Welcome!'.  Whether in an old pitcher on the dining room table,
or in a Mason jar in a guest room, everyone loves fresh flowers.
 
Most flowers in a Cottage Garden can be used for cutting.  There are others, as well, as listed below: 

Daffodils

Tulips

Baby's Breath

Tickseed (Coreopsis)

Black-eyed Susans

Chrysanthemums

Anemone

Coneflower

Dahlias

Sunflowers

6" PS Perennial Spring/Summer

6" to 8" FS/PS Annual Spring/Summer

Queen Anne's Lace

18"

1' to 3'

2' to 3'

3" to 6"

18" to 24"

Broadcast

2' 

12" to 24"

4" to 6"

Full Sun

Full Sun

Full Sun

Full Sun

Full Sun***

Full Sun

Full Sun

Full Sun

Full Sun

Perennial

Perennial**

Perennial

Perennial

Perennial

Re-Seeding

Annual

Biennial

Perennial

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

Summer/Fall

Spring

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

 Flower                      Spacing                   Light              Type              Season

A Few Notes:
 
** Coneflowers are said to be a perennial, but gardeners are finding the newer varieties are not.  There is a possibility
they will reseed, but it is questionable.  Keep this in mind if you choose to plant Coneflowers.
 
*** Dahlias only like full sun in cooler climates.  If you live in Zone 8 or higher, plant Dahlias where they get
afternoon shade, or at least partial shade. 
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For the Bees

Bees are a vital part of our ecosystem.  They are major contributors to pollination, and use the pollen collected to
make honey.  Without the bees, our food supply would all but cease to exist. However, the use of insecticides have
reduced the bee population to such low levels, that is has become a world-wide concern.    
 
In order to survive, bees need food in the form of pollen and nectar, which comes from flowers and other plants. 
 They also need insecticide-free 'restaurants' in which to visit.
 
Most of the fruits, vegetable, herb and flowers listed in this book are bee-friendly.  But there are a few more you may
consider planting.  To do so may attract more bees, which will in turn help to raise more colonies of bees.  And that
will help our food supply. 
 

Buckwheat

Lantana

Butterfly Bush

Marigolds

Bee Balm

Blanket Flowers

Butterfly Weed

Clover

18" to 24" Full Sun Perennial Spring/Summer

12" to 24" Full Sun Perennial Spring/Summer

Geranium

Broadcast

2' to 3'

Broadcast

8" to 12"

11"

8" to 18"

5' to 10'

Full Sun

Full Sun

Full Sun

Full Sun

Full Sun

Full Sun

Full Sun

Annual

Perennial

Perennial

Annual

Perennial

Annual

Perennial

Summer/Fall

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

 Flower                      Spacing                   Light              Type              Season

Poppies 6" FS/PS

Annual

Spring/Summer
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6' to 20' FS/PS Tree Spring/Summer

up to 60' Full Sun Shrub Spring/Summer

5' to 20'

6' to 10'

4' to 6'

6' to 12'

5' to 15'

5' to 10'

5' to 20'

Full Sun

Full Sun

Full Sun

Full Sun

Full Sun

Full Sun

Full Sun

Shrub

Shrub

Shrub

Shrub

Shrub/Tree

Shrub

Shrub

Fall/Winter

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

Fall

Spring/Summer

Summer/Fall

 Flower                      Spacing                   Light              Type              Season

Holly

Viburnum

Juniper

Virginia Creeper

Dogwood

Elderberry

Rose of Sharon

Rugosa Rose

Staghorn Sumac

Winterberry 4' FS/PS

Vine

Fall/Winter

For the Birds

We often forget to plant with our feathered friends in mind.  Whether it is for the bluebirds and
robins, or our migratory visitors, there are plenty of plants we can add to any garden that they will
love.
 
When planting for birds in your area, focus on Native plants, shrubs, trees and grasses. Be sure to
also provide safe nesting areas and water. The best types of plants will provide them with seeds, fruit
and nesting materials.
 
Keep in mind, many of the shrubs, such as Winterberry, require a male and female plant in order to
produce berries.  Be sure to do your research before you plant!  
 
In addition to the plants, offer winter fare in the way of Birdseed Treats - a mixture of fat, seeds, nuts
and seeds, usually made in bricks (for suet feeders), or make your own using cookie cutters.
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Themes are an easy way to add a touch of fun to gardening.  Whether you have a few pots, a small
bed or a larger garden, there is a Theme for everyone.
 
Themes come in all shapes and sizes.  They can be based on color (think 'Moon' Garden, with
flowers in shades of white, or a 'Sun' garden using Sunflowers in varying heights and varieties - plant
tall ones in the back, and shorter ones as you move towards the front). 
 
Depending on your space, you can also create more than one Theme.  In one area, plant a
Vegetable or Victory Garden.  In another, place a Cottage Garden, and in yet another,  add an Herb
Garden.  Even if all you have is an apartment balcony, you can add a Theme Garden on each side.
 
Take your gardening creativity to the next level.  Find or create a Theme Garden that will work for
you.  Grab your gardening gloves and tools and get started today! 

Grab your Gloves!

A garden is a grand teacher. It teaches patience and careful watchfulness; it teaches

industry and thrift; above all it teaches entire trust.  

~Gertrude Jekyll
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